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Abstract: When flying a mission, a fighter pilot is exposed to the risk of being hit by
enemy fire. A tactical support system can aid the pilot by calculating the survivability
of a given route, which is the probability that the fighter pilot can fly the route with-
out being hit. The survivability estimate will be uncertain due to uncertainty in the
information about threats in the area. In this paper, we investigate the uncertainty in
the estimate of the survivability and compare two different measures of uncertainty;
standard deviation and entropy. Furthermore, we discuss how these measures can be
used for sensor management and discuss a few issues that need to be addressed in the
design of a sensor management system in a fighter aircraft.
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1 Introduction

A fighter pilot simultaneously has to fly the aircraft, focus on the mission and avoid enemy

fire. Schulte’s goal model [Sch01] describes this as three objectives; flight safety, combat

survival and mission accomplishment: These objectives often conflict each other during

flight, for instance when the pilot has to fly within a hostile area in order to accomplish

the mission. Inside hostile areas there is a risk that the aircraft will be hit by enemy

fire. A tactical support system that aid the pilot with analyzing this risk can be designed

based on the survivability model proposed in [ENNW11]. The survivability describes the

probability that the pilot can fly the mission route without being hit by enemy fire.

The survivability calculations will be based on estimates about the threats in the area, such

as the number of threats, their positions and capabilities. The estimates are typically based

on information from intelligence sources that has been preloaded into the aircraft before

the mission and data from the onboard sensors and possibly also sensor data from other air-

craft within the team. Unfortunately, this information will in practice be uncertain and this

will induce uncertainty in the survivability calculations and the risk analysis. To decrease

this uncertainty it is desirable to gather more information so that more precise estimates of

the threats can be achieved. This can be accomplished with a sensor management system

that optimizes the use of the sensors.
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